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Womens clothes and jewelry!! Like earrings, ankle bracelets and stuff :)

Feature I want the most: Edit last message sent with arrow-up, a la Skype, Slack, Hangouts, etc.
More clothes, more sex poses, more dance moves.
These would be my preference HOWEVER I have serious concerns how these might be implemented with the existing design team set up.
for example More clothes. When I came to 3dx from rlc a few years ago one unique selling point for me personally was the high quality of the thigh high hold up black nylon 
stockings. The sheer black silk sheen was exceptional and so erotic, I wore them 90% of the time. BUT then came a "development update" and these glamorous BLACK 
stockings became a kinda sorta matt "grey". Ugly and totally unwearable. They had added a dozen or more stockings of ludicrous patterns lace, wool, etc etc all totally 
unsexy and totally unglamorous. I now never ever wear stockings as my style preference has been "deleted" by the design team and all the new "exciting" updates provide 
ridiculous and ludicrous unwelcome additions. The design team also think we needed pumpkin heads, cat ears, fingerless gloves, bushy beards and facial tattoo. BUT NOT 
glamorous sheer black sexy thigh high hold up stockings. Also design team added collars... "bitch" "whore" "slut" BUT WHY NOT "diva" "babe" "sex" "doll". I feel the 
design team is totally out of sync with my cultural desires and expectations. Or maybe they are just totally immature adolescent misogynist?
New dance moves. I need and want something more jazzy party, night club smoochy, maybe like salsa/samaba and other things. BUT the design team feel we needed 15 new 
showcase exhibition stage disco dance routines on loop ... ugh!! :( totally useless for my style... only useful to show off Night Club owners who want sync dancers on over 
sized stadium style stage. There really is more to life then "trance" etc So I have little hope we can ever get dance moves I wish for as the designers are working at a different 
niche.
More sex poses. YES please, but NOT more face slapping, bum licking, throat squeezing ghetto trash pimp sex. I want kinky erotic glamour NOT to be beaten and abused by 
lame immature adolescent "grown men". When I visit Achat I am so impressed by the kinky hard sex poses I can DO there that are full of passion and lust and erotic glamour 
(without it feeling like trashy whore sex). Also I mistrust the focus and ambitions of the design team. The male cum shot was once an exciting moment to work men towards. 
BUT the development update changed this for reasons I can never comprehend. what was once a realistic cum blast with cum splatter became like a man squeezing toothpaste 
from a toothpaste tube... why? why did the "development" ruin this feature to make it so ridiculous?
The same with body customisation. Yes this is an admirable and welcome development BUT high quality must be maintained. High quality is why I left rlc and moved to 
3dx. BUT the 3dx design team seem to be working to make this 3dx world in to rlc quality. For example hair customisation. When I came to 3dx i was amazed at the colour 
slider to alter my hair, finding a method to achieve a soft shimmer sheen of well conditioned soft glossy, groomed hair. The high quality graphic illusion of of soft glossy 
raven black hair, or dark deep auburn hair was amazing. BUT now, all these new styles with three way colour customiser are useless. You can NOT achieve that soft sheer 
shimmer of well groomed hair. The colours are always too dark with no definition or kinda sorta grey. yuk!! this is yet another backward step in the design and development 
of 3dx.

More f/f and f/f/f poses Double Sided Dildo
This game is great, and has potential to be THE best multiplayer sex game the world has ever seen. What holds it back from greatness is lack of editor. Let players help, make 
a pose editor / clothes editor, and the community will elevate this game to 11. You're a small development studio probably, without lots of developers the content will trickle 
slowly. By enabling a pose editor and / or figuring out a safe way for players to upload their models (curated, moderated ? but still content will appear FAR quicker than you 
doing everything in house) let us help make this game the best ever >;3

Also missing speed change for Dance. Greeting Kiss for Woman Woman, Time in Chat

Swallowing Cum poses with sound!

Sliders for every pose!
deutschprachige menü option wäre toll
Zimmer z.B.: küche

More Threesomes poses, implementing Foursomes poses, possibility to "Swap Role" in Threesomes/Foursomes poses :-)
For example:
you could give the Strippole an animation loop. It looks awkward to change poses on it
Better clothes, clothes are a bit outdated, better prints on clothes, more color options like on second Life, better make-up options , missing anklets, earrings,
Hairs can be much better, textures on hairs are coarse, more 2021 hairlooks, some hairs are IN the eyebrows, they should be in front of the eyebrows.

Better aging possibilities for male-avas, possibility to move two avatars together hand in hand or arm in arm. Sharing a location with a partner.

More 3 way poses MFF
missing basic forward movement holding both mouse clicks
missing right click move mouse left and right

SHOOZ! NEED MORE SHOES! IT'S BEEN 8 YEARS GUYS...
I love the platform personally however the tunnel vision aspect of it can make things a bit dull if you ask me and my group of friends . We would love to have a more social 
game play for example second life though that platform sucks in comparison to 3DXchat it does offer a wide selection of in game activities and fun between friends . To 
where as here outside of sex , dancing and room editing there leaves very little else to do . Say interactive television not just with porn geared selections, mini games , food 
with poses interactions for dates . walking together poses cuddling those are just a few on our list oh and flat feet for ladies with matching shoes less slutty attire .

to translate golds to a friend
pose editor = infinity sex poses
customizable clothes and hair = infinity clothes and hair style
soft cock option cause ... well that look ridiculous when we are always hard x)

Not only one... anyway most customizable clothings, tatoos, avi and buildings

I play for the first month. I like the game, but I want more individualization of the avatar

Men should choose if he have erect or not

soft cock for trans is a Must



Really the one thing that would edge out Second Life and RLC (hands down the key features missing in 3DXChat) is the ability to add custom textures to objects and a html5 
widget we can use to stream web content (primarily video streams).

An "appear offline" function.

Let men dance on poles too! It's unfair :<

More patterns on clothes would be wonderful as well. And there are NEVER too many cuddle poses. ;)

When it comes to sexual positions, the "woman-woman" item is missing a lot

Better organisation if sex poses would be nice

Would like to see posses for 4 players as well as cock customization and racial customization for fantasy races.

Men lack the variety of clothes that women have.

TAILS!

DESPERATE NEED OF NEW CLOTHES PLEASE

I would also vote for More Avatar customizations if you let me pick another choice.
What is most needed I think (I talked with many pple already about that) is possibility to have body moves inside the sex poses ( have a look aside to A..c...t.....
Then clothes (more nice hats (have a look to MN....) girls and boys are a bit ridiculous with these caps.......
THKS A LOT FOR THE GAME as it is anyway.....
ChloéLove
I really love this game. We need more nice hairstyles for girls. Take off the old styles and bring back the last you take off. It was like middle size hair that llooks like Marilyn 
Monroe's but a little longer. Tyvm

I hope we'll get an option to change our nipples' color. And piercings. And soft cocks, for both boys and girls.


